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Abstract - Intelligent production planning and scheduling are of paramount importance to ensure refinery profitability, logistic reliability and safety at the local and corporate levels. In Brazil, such activities play a particularly critical role, since the Brazilian downstream model is moving towards a demand-driven model rather than a supply-driven one. Moreover, new and specialized non-linear constraints are continuously being incorporated into these large-scale problems: increases in oil prices implying the need for processing poor quality crudes, increasing demand and new demand patterns for petroleum products, new stringent environmental regulations related to clean fuels and start-up of new production technologies embedded into more complex refining schemes. This paper aims at clarifying the central role of refinery planning and scheduling activities in the Petrobras refining business. Major past and present results are outlined and corporate long-term strategies to deal with present and future challenges are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The Brazilian energy sector has experienced an astonishing change in the last fifty years and, in particular, the oil sector has expanded in an unprecedented way. In this sense, Petrobras must be prepared to cope with new multidisciplinary challenges to sustain its competitiveness, since it deals with one of the world’s longest and most complex supply chains, beginning at a natural resource in the ground and continuing all the way through to the end-users.

In Brazil, the complexity of the aforementioned problem is particularly marked, since its downstream business model is now moving towards a stiff competition demand-driven model rather than the conventional monopoly supply-driven one. At the same time, several new multidisciplinary constraints arise: increases in oil prices implying the need for processing poor quality crudes, increasing demand and new demand patterns for petroleum products including petrochemicals, new Brazilian stringent environmental regulations related to clean fuels, launching of new production technologies (e.g., heavy ends upgrading, product quality improvement, efficient fuel usage, refinery emission control strategies, in-line blending units) embedded into more complex refining schemes and subject to increasing complexity of the logistic hardware that interconnects crude oil terminals, refineries, and distribution centers.

In addition, the growing acknowledgement that the performance of catalytic processes is governed by the molecular rather than bulk properties of the feedstock has driven in-house development of a new set of highly specialized process models and operational constraints that are molecularly explicit. Brazilian refineries, like other oil companies, should
quickly move towards the molecular management of their refining processes in order to meet product specifications as well as environmental regulatory requirements.

This nervous scenario is still subject to possible disruptions caused by various factors at global level that no oil company can control. Therefore, to maintain the profit margins in this ever-changing environment, the Petrobras refining area needs to have smarter strategies for safe, flexible and adaptive operations. This means that the work processes, abilities and tools need to be well adapted to support distinct business scenarios and the transition from one activity to the other has to be as quick and smooth as possible (Moro, 2009).

Such challenges will cause a substantial increase in the size and complexity of the refinery decision-making process in the years to come. Reliable automation based on integrated off-line and on-line advanced optimization tools is the key to achieve the refinery’s true potential. Whereas commercial decision-making technology has provided converged solutions for refinery planning and scheduling problems since the 1970’s (Bonner and Moore, 1979), currently there is the possibility of going beyond what is commercially attempted and available. This aims at exploiting new frontiers: detailed and integrated large-scale optimization-based tools with strategic, operational and financial metrics. Rethinking current solution approaches (Agrawal and Balasubramanian, 2006) and cultural paradigms (Zhang, 2006; Zhang and Valleur, 2010) are mandatory practices to manage the modern refining business. Thus, it seems natural to refer to the 2010’s as the decade of Operations Research (OR) in the refining business environment.

In this sense, this paper aims at clarifying the central role of refinery planning and scheduling activities in the Petrobras refining business. In the light of advances in OR technology, major past and present strategies suited to deal with present and future challenges are discussed.

### ROLE OF OPTIMIZATION IN THE REFINING BUSINESS

Optimization is a crucial science for high-performance refineries (Zhang, 2006). The goal of refinery optimization is to push operation towards the maximal profit until it reaches the limit at which any further profitability increase is dependent on changes in the existing hardware. As pointed out by Moro (2009), many investment plans for refinery capacity expansion were postponed as a result of the recent world economy slowdown and the optimization of the existing plants, which had lost priority in favor of the design of new ones, came again to prominence. In other words, optimization also means flexibility (Zhang, 2006).

For an existing refinery, especially when it has been in operation for a considerable period of time, more and more shortcomings emerge, largely due to market dynamics and technology evolution. For instance, an existing plant may not have enough capacity to meet current and future market demand; it may not satisfy new environmental regulations and/or product specifications; it may consume too much energy; it may not have sufficient reliability, etc. Investing capital to build new units can directly solve those problems. However, revamping (debottlenecking) an existing plant is typically a much more attractive option, since it can usually be modified more quickly with less capital investment and risks than installing a new one. To maintain its competitiveness, oil refineries are constantly searching for optimization opportunities to improve their operations. Traditionally, oil refineries typically perform the following types of periodic optimization studies:

1. Strategic plans for future years and expansion projects;
2. Annual plans for budgeting, term crude contracts and programmed maintenance shutdown planning;
3. Monthly rolling plans for crude selection and conducting refinery operations in line with foreseen demands;
4. Short-term (typically weekly) plans for finding operating strategies regarding either precise or a good level of knowledge about crude availability, product delivery, operational and logistic constraints, as well as economic issues;
5. Profitability improvement plans for local or plant-level modifications, and revamp projects.

Although the potential benefits of production planning optimization in oil refineries have long been observed with applications of linear programming in crude blending and product pooling (Symonds, 1955), refinery planning is currently a key-business layer since it represents not only the foundation for decisions that have the biggest impact on refinery profitability (see Kelly and Mann, 2003), but also a vital feedback for continuous revaluation of corporate supply-chain operation and performance. Supporting this activity, OR techniques have provided the automation to allow refinery planner teams to efficiently solve the integrated
production problem at the strategic and tactical levels.

Strategic (long-term) planning is concerned with aggregated decisions interfacing the corporate supply chain (see Neiro and Pinto, 2004). Tactical (medium-term) planning focuses on local decisions such as the assignment of production targets to process units, inventory management policy and logistic operation guidelines (Pinto and Moro, 2000a; Maravelias and Sung, 2009). Finally, short-term planning or scheduling addresses the operational level problem to determine the assignment of tasks to process units and the sequencing of tasks in each unit is a major concern (see Lee et al., 1996; Joly and Pinto, 2003).

Didactically, the planning activity is dedicated to define targets that make more money, whereas the scheduling activity should execute the optimal plan as much as possible, avoiding money-losing operations. In short, refinery planning can be regarded as a flowsheet optimization problem with multiple periods during which the plant is assumed to operate in the steady-state. This corresponds to solving problems ii and iii.

Since the planning model is not an aggregated scheduling model, an expressive amount of additional effort must be invested to support the corresponding decision-making process at the operational level. Refinery scheduling problems deal with timing, sizing, allocation and sequencing decisions embedded in a realistic non-linear world where specialized process models, complex blend correlations or optimized injection of expensive fuel additives must be considered. In short, scheduling is the development of a detailed (executable) plan able to implement the operation strategy idealized in the planning process, running the refinery up against physical and logical constraints. Such a decision-making process concerns the allocation of limited resources to competing tasks over time with the goal of optimizing some performance criteria. Since they are oriented to short-term real-world objectives, this class of large-scale combinatorial optimization problems typically requires solution approaches based on advanced OR technologies.

Actually, customized (or specialist) optimization solutions offer the precious flexibility to model particular technical and/or business rules, as synergistic, competitive or prohibitive relationships among resources, which may not be represented in a straightforward way by using standard commercial scheduling solutions. Although refinery scheduling is a prolific field for intense application of mathematical programming and hybrid techniques (Magalhães, 2004; Magatão et al., 2011), such technologies remain largely unexplored in commercial packages, in which applied optimization is typically restricted to blending operations.

In addition to the mathematical complexity issues, scheduling spans across the enterprise supply-chain and handles several types of distinct information, attempting to connect the “dream” – the production plan – to the “real-world” – the operation. This enables a collaborative effort, better visibility and additional adjustments for improving economics (Swensen and Acuff, 2011). Hence, if not efficiently integrated into other corporate systems, the scheduling tool typically can end up using static data that may not be current (Agrawal and Balasubramanian, 2006).

Solving the last two aforementioned issues – mathematical complexity and system integration – would make dynamic scheduling a reality with valuable time-savings for the refinery scheduling team, thereby banishing mechanical work and making more time available to think.

Overcoming the challenge of migrating from a reactive scheduling to a predictive one, one can increase safety and profitability. Typically, profitability gains due to better scheduling quality provided by computer-aided decision-making technology have been projected as ranging from US$ 0.10 to US$ 0.15 per crude oil barrel processed (Moro, 2003). Hence, given the current refining capacity of around 2,000,000 bbl/day, one can estimate the overall Petrobras refining potential opportunity as US$ 102x106 per year. However such estimates may be very conservative, since benefits ranging from US$ 1.00 to as much as US$ 2.00/bbl have already been identified at the advanced process control level (Latur, 2009). Moreover, since refinery scheduling interfaces with the corporate supply chain, it would not be surprising if such benefit were indeed greater by an order of magnitude.

**ROLE OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH IN REFINERY OPTIMIZATION**

The most successful refineries are those that monitor their performance closely, adjust their operations correspondingly, identify their key weaknesses and correct them promptly, especially during crisis events (Zhang, 2006). Although these principles are easy to understand, achieving them is a very complex task. Refinery planning and scheduling belong to the most difficult class of mathematical optimization problems studied in OR, the NP-Hard one (see Garey and Johnson, 1979; Vavasis, 1991).
Over the last half-century, OR evolved as an applied science of understanding the nature of decision-making problems faced by human society and how to solve such problems through analytical techniques. In a world in which the natural resources are becoming scarce, the intrinsic multidisciplinary nature of the OR makes it an essential tool for intelligent management of a large set of human activities. It is not a coincidence that many problems of a theoretical nature resemble many real-world industrial problems, since the former may represent valuable abstractions to deal with the latter. As an illustrative example, the same optimal control technology currently used to solve mixed-integer dynamic optimization problems related to chemical engineering process design and control can be replicated to perform the immunopharmacogenomic optimal control of important human retroviral diseases, like AIDS (Joly and Pinto, 2006).

In fact, the general-purpose facet of OR renders it a polyvalent, strategic, know-how that enables oil companies to develop automation dedicated to its specialized, critical needs. Such singular flexibility to promptly replicate results based on general solution frameworks has also conferred on OR technology a prominent role in oil industry optimization (not confined to refineries). The first and most fruitful industrial applications of linear programming have been to refinery production planning (Charnes et al., 1952). So intense were the results that analogous approaches were immediately applied by the oil industry to exploration and production and distribution as well (Garvin et al., 1957).

In fact, publication of these articles opened up a whole array of new opportunities for the use and development of mathematical modeling to address industrial problems in surprising ways. New developments in methodologies took the form of new concepts, embodied in developments such as game theory, queuing theory, search theory, statistical decision theory, and information theory (as well as linear programming), which were bursting on the scene almost simultaneously. Such developments were then collected, nurtured, and extended in the disciplines that we now know as OR. For a concise review, see Cooper (2002).

Regarding refining optimization, the state-of-the-art is to use NLP or mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for production planning analysis. In fact, the availability of LP- and NLP-based commercial software for refinery production planning, such as GRTMPS (Haverly Systems), TRIOs (UOP Limited), RPMS (Honeywell Hi-Spec Solutions) and PIMS (Aspentech) has systematized the development of production plans of the whole refinery, which can be interpreted as general trends. On the other hand, many petroleum companies have developed their own LP tools in-house. This is not only because of the speed and robustness of LP, but, more importantly, because a complete value structure in terms of marginal values can be easily obtained, which provides meaningful information on solution explanation and sensitivity analysis. Since hierarchical decision-making frameworks continue to be required to handle complex supply-chain problems, such marginal information represents a critical link between planning and scheduling business layers, since the optimization drive must be vertically (i.e., hierarchically) consistent. Moreover, in-house developments have addressed novel issues in refinery planning problems, like rigorous analysis of the optimal solution by using advanced optimization techniques such as solution ranging, parametric analysis and goal programming, which may provide an a-priori evaluation of the solution robustness and flexibility (Guerra et al., 2011) and postoptimality analysis (Al-Shammari and Ba-Shammakh, 2011).

ROLE OF IN-HOUSE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AS A COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIAL

Refining play a central role in the Petrobras supply-chain since it converts raw-material into finished products, aiming at achieving high customer satisfaction. In other words, the Petrobras image depends largely on a reliable production planning and scheduling committed to and in compliance with customer needs.

The scheduling problems that have to be solved to achieve this objective cover a wide range of specialized activities (from procurement and production to distribution and sales), time scales (from months to a few hours), and information across the enterprise’s supply-chain. Therefore, integration is the keyword for any successful decision-making solution regarding refinery planning and scheduling processes.

Clearly, system integration is the first and principal motivating factor for Petrobras to develop in-house decision-making technology. Keeping core business and technological know-how inside the company is the second factor, since it confers self-
government concern to solution maintenance and evolution as well as independence of software market dynamics and volatility, another aspect that cannot be neglected, as Petrobras has indeed experienced in the past. In-house developments can take full advantage of translating the company’s specialized business and process know-how into efficient decision-making tools.

At this point, clean fuel technology may be presented as an illustrative motivating example. The global concern about the emission of pollutants has led to the establishment of stringent specifications for petroleum-derived fuels and increasing product specification requirements according to molecular composition should be expected (Albahri, 2005; Aye and Zhang, 2005; Hu and Zhu, 2001; Hu et al., 2002; Zhang and Wu, 2009; Wu and Zhang, 2010). However, further improvements in the diesel hydrotreating operation will be dependent on the precise understanding of what happens in the reactor at the molecular level. In this sense, new process engineering technologies have been continuously developed to reduce greenhouse gas producing sulfur species in fuels like alkyl-substituted dibenzothiophenes, especially 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene, which has been reported to be the most refractory sulfur compound in deep hydrodesulfurization processes. The ever-increasing know-how on the molecular information of refinery streams, allied to accumulated expertise in terms of comprehensive models of the hydrotreating operation from a molecular standpoint imply opportunities for large-scale optimization technology oriented to a molecular management of the refining process.

Nowadays unacceptable for designing new hydrodesulfurization systems, global sulfur analysis may also hide information for optimizing several processes with important roles reserved for the near future. Hence, novel planning and scheduling frameworks are required and should be supported by specialized, proprietary and/or confidential, molecular know-how. Therefore, reliable integration with corporate systems and databases from which current molecular information could be extracted in a straightforward way may become essential for the refining supply-chain optimization.

The Petrobras refining supply-chain is currently based on a traditional top-down hierarchic approach (Figure 1). Multi-level problem decomposition is adopted to render its computation feasible in a reasonable time; nevertheless, it is (probably) suboptimal, since no simultaneous optimization is performed. Here, “Data warehouse” concatenates the entire structure and can be understood as a relational and historical database that manages data input and output among heterogeneous applications.

Such heterogeneity may be found at distinct levels (Moro, 2009). When applications are provided by different software suppliers, they are typically based on different process representations. Among the major disadvantages, poor integration as well as hard model maintenance and consistency assurance among business layers may be cited, since redundant efforts from the refinery staff will be required.

However, commercial refinery planning and scheduling solutions usually form part of an integrated supply-chain software suite of the vendor and its use may become particularly attractive if the whole integrated solution is acquired. Otherwise, much effort in system integration to the refinery’s management information systems (MIS) and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems may be required to make its use feasible from a practical point of view. On the other hand, even if a single commercial supply-chain integrator is chosen, heterogeneity typically arises from the fact that the component tools embedded in the solution were developed by different specialized teams and rely on different paradigms. Not rarely, such commercial supply-chain suites are composed of different tools that were acquired and then integrated into a single software suite by the supplier. Apart from the undesirable dependence on a single supplier, adjustments to particular needs may be expensive or even compromised in this case. The ease of model maintenance by the refinery staff and a flexible architecture based on the latest in IT developments are additional features that should be carefully evaluated before acquiring commercial technology.

Currently, the availability of commercial technology for refinery planning implies that only part of the whole problem may be considered solved, since refineries do not operate on averages. In contrast, the short-term production objectives must be translated into discrete operational decisions. Scheduling tools differ from the planning ones in the sense that they are weakly automated, handle a lot of information on a more detailed problem and have higher frequency of execution. Therefore, a user-friendly, integrated and automated system is required in order to provide fast and reliable responses. As properly pointed out by Agrawal and Balasubramanian (2006), if systems are not efficiently integrated, it is left to the schedulers to remedy the situation by using e-mail and phones.
The current lack of efficient technology for scheduling automation remains the main obstacle to the integration of production objectives into process operations. A more efficient approach would incorporate current and future constraints in the synthesis of production schedules regarding non-linear model fidelity, predictive performance monitoring and expanded automated decision-making capabilities, as well as integration with corporate systems. Finally, the potential for efficiently connecting the production planning and scheduling layers (see Maravelias and Sung, 2009) is another key advantage of in-house development-based strategies for supply-chain optimization. Attempting to overcome such challenges, Petrobras is among the first oil companies that started in-house development oriented to produce corporate, integrated, refinery production decision-making technology. Since the mid 90’s, the Petrobras IT sector has been continuously investing in the development and sophistication of BR-SIPP (Magalhães et al., 1998; Rodrigues and Joly, 2009), the Petrobras integrated refinery scheduling system (INPI proprietary grant 00067400). In its second version, the BR-SIPP technology is fully integrated into the Petrobras product inventory and quality database. Distillation assays (cut yields and qualities) as a function of unit temperature profiles are automatically calculated by another integrated corporate tool dedicated to crude management and blending optimization, namely Blend-BR. BR-SIPP is a multi-user event-based simulation tool dedicated to support short-term decisions ranging from crude and feedstock arriving in crude terminals up to finished oil product shipping by the refinery (Figure 2). Since it is a simulation-based tool, an initial scheduling solution must be provided. Automatic scheduling capabilities are currently being developed on the basis of meta-heuristic approaches.

BR-SIPP is currently implemented in the Petrobras RECAP, RPBC, REGAP, REMAN, RLAM and REFAP S.A. refineries, which account for about 50% of the Petrobras refining capacity in Brazil. Since it is a general-purpose tool, BR-SIPP has also been introduced in the Petrobras biofuel refineries with a pilot implantation being carried out at the Candeias plant, in the state of Bahia. The relevance of this project should be seen in the light of a prodigious 10-fold expansion of Petrobras biofuel production in the last three years.

Besides being a vital decision-making tool for integrated crude oil scheduling, BR-SIPP has also been consolidated as an important information system as well. The scheduling information, previously restricted to a limited group or person, is now democratized within the refinery through a Citrix metaframe-based access, thereby enabling a collaborative effort, and better and faster responses. The new tool has replaced a set of non-standard and personal spreadsheets of difficult comprehension and maintenance. Production scheduling definitions, data and information are now being structured and standardized (Figure 3). As a consequence, the learning-curve of new engineers assigned to scheduling activity has been drastically reduced and the best work practices are easily replicated across the refineries.
Figure 2: The problem scope addressed by BR-SIPP.

Figure 3: Gantt chart image from BR-SIPP.
Despite clear qualitative advantages, evaluating quantitative benefits due to scheduling optimization remains a challenging task since the activity is embedded into a very dynamic environment and references will change according to current assumptions and constraints. Hence, obtaining an accurate measure of benefits produced by an optimized refinery scheduling may be a very expensive activity. Nevertheless, by periodically confronting the production planning objectives with the actual refinery performance one can obtain a quick numerical evaluation of the refinery's ability to achieve the optimal planned objective. In fact, Petrobras refineries that have concluded adoption of BR-SIPP technology have indeed been characterized by better performance (Figures 4 and 5). In Figure 4, relative gaps between monthly planned and achieved refinery production are depicted for the oldest three BR-SIPP implantations (RECAP, RPBC and REGAP) against a representative time horizon of the last 7 years. In this figure, average data are clustered by year and denote the relative difference module between the foreseen refinery planning defined at the beginning of a given month and the actual refinery production achieved at the end of the same month. Start-up times of BR-SIPP use at each refinery are illustrated by vertical lines. Data for refineries not yet supported by BR-SIPP are also presented, together with corresponding trend lines, from which one can note outstanding benefits for those refineries that have consolidated new work processes aided by decision-making scheduling technology. In addition, the impact of such benefits can vary among refineries according to the plant scope that is effectively covered with support of the scheduling tool. RECAP, the simplest and smallest among the evaluated refineries, has implemented a fully integrated refinery scheduling from the crude terminal to final product shipment and has produced better results than other more complex refineries (e.g.: RPBC and REGAP) in which the system operation has focused on the crude oil area and on some critical plant subsystems (see Figure 4).

Although such complex refining schemes may potentially have even more optimization opportunities to be exploited by an integrated production scheduling approach than simple ones, a more automated scheduling tool seems to be mandatory in these cases, since the operation of an event-based tool may become very expensive or even unfeasible in practical terms. Also contributing to better results, the integration of production planning and scheduling at RECAP has been enhanced with the expanded utilization of BR-SIPP over the entire plant scope, since it enables complementary planning feasibility analysis, daily planning model adherence verification and systematic refinery planning reruns regarding fixed variables related to short-term plant behavior forecasting from production scheduling data. As a result, the gap between theoretical production planning objectives and actual refinery performance has been particularly reduced in RECAP. Non-users of BR-SIPP have also experienced variable ranges of improvement by using (very) specialized local solutions and work processes typically supported by electronic spreadsheets, but the potential benefits associated with a multi-user integrated and standardized scheduling solution implementation, as a fast and reliable response to crisis or unexpected market opportunities, may be identified as a contributing factor for explaining the distinct slopes presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Relative gap between monthly planned and achieved production for users and non-users of BR-SIPP technology (average values per year).

Although it addresses a relatively simpler problem from a mathematical point of view, the development of corporate refinery planning technology was initiated later by Petrobras. In contrast to scheduling, commercial refinery planning technology could be considered to be mature in the 90’s and commercial software indeed represented a very attractive alternative to provide immediate gains at that time. Around 1995, Petrobras started a plan to extensively introduce PIMS technology into its refining park. Despite the important benefits that have been obtained since then, advances in non-linear algorithms allied to vertiginous IT evolution have encouraged Petrobras, as well as other energy companies (Guerra et al., 2010), to search for advanced refinery planning technology.
At Petrobras, preliminary non-linear based planning applications were locally developed by refinery engineers for critical plant subsystems. Typically focusing on diesel production optimization, Petrobras REPLAN (diesel in-line blending operations) and RPBC (diesel process plant) refineries are illustrative examples where successful specialist planning tools have provided several million dollars per year in proven benefits (Moro et al., 1998). Similarly, a specialized non-linear planning solution addressing the integrated problem of crude oil blending, the crude distillation unit (CDU) and the residue fluid catalytic cracking unit (RFCC) operation was also investigated at the RECAP refinery (Rodrigues and Joly, 2009) (Figure 5). Crude oil blending optimization models have also been developed by the REVAP refinery, along with approaches dedicated to short-term decisions on LPG (Pinto and Moro, 2000b) and fuel-oil and asphalt production (Joly et al., 2002).

The GAMS modeling system (Brooke et al., 1998) has been widely used to implement all these optimization models and their solution methods, which may readily be interfaced with a conventional spreadsheet, allowing its operation by non-GAMS-oriented personnel (Figure 6). Although they are usually stand-alone applications, such developments have proven to be of capital importance for efficiently optimizing production planning and scheduling by accurately addressing quality issues, as well as plant operational rules and constraints, in a straightforward way.

**Figure 5:** RECAP CDU-RFCC integrated non-linear planning model scope (Joly, 2009).

**Figure 6:** A GAMS-Excel integrated application.
Underscored by these results, general-purpose developments arose about a decade later. An NLP-based application developed by Petrobras’ OR-IT for supporting in-line blending planning optimization was the first representative result (Costa et al., 2008). In terms of plant-wide optimization solutions, the Petrobras Research & Development Center (CENPES) has worked on the specification and development of an integrated refinery planning system able to perform technical-economic plant investment analyses. This development was started in 2006 and the first release has recently been successfully implemented at the RECAP refinery, as a pilot project (Aires et al., 2011). The use of commercial planning LP-based technology was then discontinued at RECAP and the proprietary solution is currently employed to define the refinery production targets on the basis of a rigorous non-linear solution approach embedded into an integrated web tool. Apart from allowing a more accurate representation of the refinery, several benefits have been obtained since then. Robust and reliable integration with other critical supply-chain systems, most of them also in-house developed, have permitted identification and correction of systematic problems related to information availability and reliability. Being a multi-user system, the new tool has promoted not only ease of use by planners, but also a better level of interaction among remote process model experts in order to provide model maintenance and assistance under a user-friendly interface.

Continuous effort by CENPES and its technological partners is currently dedicated to aggregate new functionalities into the system, aiming at expanding its integration capabilities as well as automatic features, like process model adherence monitoring and updating. Algorithm technology prospection is currently being carried out according to distinct research directions, including mathematical programming and stochastic optimization, which has been demonstrated to suggest alternative solutions with smaller risk and with less loss in expected profit or upside potential (Pongsakdi et al., 2006; Chufu et al., 2008). In fact, failure to incorporate a stochastic description of the uncertain parameters in the production planning model can lead to a non-optimal solution in reality.

Providing such technological autonomy is understood as strategic to positioning Petrobras at the state-of-the-art level of efficient refining decision-making technology, which clearly can be automatically replicated to sophisticate other in-house large-scale decision-making applications currently employed to solve the global Petrobras supply chain.

### ROLE OF THE HUMAN FACTOR

The production planning and scheduling teams of Petrobras refineries have a high profile in the organization. Whereas planners are quite often involved in a wide range of studies other than preparing the refinery monthly plan, such as medium/long-term economic analysis, plant performance monitoring and specialized model updating and upgrading together with other process engineers, schedulers play a major role in the day-to-day operations. Supporting the production scheduling activity from a head count viewpoint, European refineries have typically 4 – 10 schedulers, depending mostly on the complexity of operations (Zhang and Valleur, 2010). In Brazilian refineries, however, the range is somewhat lower and the scheduling team is usually shared between refinery departments, namely the Optimization and Storage & Transfer sectors. Some critical characteristics of a successful team have been identified:

- Motivated operational staff having a solid experience in the refinery and its logistical interface operation;
- “Bright engineers with open minds to find new solutions and test new tools”, as emphasized by Zhang and Valleur (2010), and
- Polyvalent skills for prompt substitution and multidisciplinary assistance.

Changing attitudes, revising previous assumptions and rethinking best practices for refinery operation, are particular challenges for all involved in performing optimization. Rather than any computational systems, the quality of the staff is the prime success factor, along with their ability to work as a single team, despite focusing on distinct problems and tasks.

Regarding staff qualification, Petrobras OR-oriented teams have structured a number of advanced long-term OR learning programs in order to popularize optimization concepts and large-scale optimization solution techniques based on professional algebraic modeling systems. Rather than technical knowledge, such programs delineate new cultures and opinions concerning how to operate the modern refining business. People set strategies, develop policies, standards and processes that will determine the global performance of the company. Best work processes enable the personnel to consistently achieve production plan objectives. Therefore, work process should be independent of personnel changes. Achieving this vision requires:

- Acquiring the business knowledge in advanced decision-making tools, which should allow increasing local and corporate visibility of plant operations;
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- Informing economic drivers about operations, allowing them to identify and eliminate constraints by better understanding the planning economic objectives;
- Analyzing actual production against the planned one, aiming at performing continuous modeling improvement;
- An efficient organization workflow where reliable information (data and models) is available on time.

Educating the refinery’s personnel to work according to new paradigms and work processes is especially important because Petrobras is moving from several decades of a monopoly operating model to an open market environment. In this regard, in-line blending (ILB) can be presented as an illustrative example that has motivated not only nucleation of novel working philosophies, but also new challenging optimization developments in Petrobras throughout the last decade (Costa et al., 2008).

It is well established that blending is the last refinery’s chance to impact profitability with a relatively low level of investments. In fact, of about 700 refineries worldwide, approximately 50% have now modern in-line blenders with on-line analyzers and blending software (Barsamian, 2007). In Petrobras, such a technology was implemented with pioneer ILB projects at REPLAN and REVAP refineries in the end of the 90’s. Since then, thinking and working oriented towards “doing it right the first time” has driven local retraining people’s attitudes and mindsets, aiming at supporting the “in-line blending unit”: rapid communications, faster response times (analyzer repairs with high priority), key people on-call, and management incentives for ILB team members (Barsamian, 2007).

The ILB technology is currently being widely extended to other Petrobras refineries and long-term leading-edge studies related to in-line blending certification technology for petroleum products are being carried out by Petrobras together with academic partners. Potential benefits of such a technology may include (Barsamian, 2007, Valleur, 2007): reduced blendstock and finished product inventories waiting to be tested and rebled, increased availability of product to be blended and sold (spare in-line blender time available), optimized blend targets and product release giveaways, reduced ship demurrage, reduced time and manpower for blending, sampling tanks and laboratory tests (Figure 7), and lowering legal sample retention time.

Since blending technologies are a major concern as they impact the entire plant schedule and real-time optimization applications, a highly qualified and integrated refinery blending team becomes a key factor for success.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 7:** Time saving with in-line blending-based production technologies (adapted from Barsamian (2007)). A: Conventional time ($T_C$) operation based on manual tank blending and certification; B: In-line blending time ($T_{ILB}$) and conventional tank certification; C: In-line certification time ($T_{ILC}$) of the finished blend product.
CONCLUSIONS

An intelligent refinery production strategy is of paramount importance to ensure profitability, logistic reliability and customer satisfaction at the local and corporate levels. Refinery production planning/scheduling activity must be understood as strategic in a number of ways.

Firstly, because it imposes the need for advanced tools that are based on multidisciplinary leading-edge expertise, part of which may be confidential, such as business knowledge, process models, blending correlations and product chemistry. Secondly, because it is supported by an experienced staff, whose expertise should encompass a valuable know-how on core refining business, chemical process engineering and OR, which is required to interpret results and perform optimization in the technical sense of the word. Thirdly, because it integrates data, systems, technologies, work processes and people. Lastly, because it is a paradigm-breaking activity.

Clearly, the major issue is complexity: solving the optimal production problem of an oil refinery from incoming crude to end product dispatch is at the frontiers of the present state-of-the-art of OR technology. Once properly implemented, it may provide a step forward for the refining business. Therefore, an elevated degree of coordinated efforts from multidisciplinary areas of the organization is required. This should be pointed out as one of the major missions of the Petrobras refining sector today in order to successfully respond to present and future challenges in this field. Rather than optimization, refinery planning and scheduling means visibility from an operational point of view and, hence, safety.
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